Strengthen Your Knowledge with Collaborative Social Learning
Summary
Research shows that active social learners are more engaged and motivated. Your subscription to SAP® Learning Hub includes access to our innovative learning rooms. SAP Learning Rooms provide an interactive, online learning community moderated by SAP experts. In SAP Learning Rooms, you can prepare for an SAP certification exam with the help of experienced instructors, join live sessions and Webinars, and actively participate in social learning – anytime, anywhere.

Objectives
- Access expertise through social learning among peers and SAP experts
- Participate in self-paced study and cooperative knowledge sharing
- Prepare for SAP certification exams with assessments and exercises
- Quickly build solution competency and expand technical skills

Solution
- 24x7 access to high-quality content
- Live sessions on key topics hosted by SAP
- Guided learning maps to quickly find the right courses for your learning goals
- Gaming elements for a fun learning experience

Benefits
- Increased knowledge through social learning
- Greater solution competency and expanded technical skills
- Higher engagement through gaming elements to make the process more interactive and enjoyable

Learn more
To learn more, speak to your SAP representative or visit us online.
Your subscription to SAP Learning Hub already offers plenty of high-quality content, but it also gives you a valuable opportunity for social learning. Through SAP Learning Rooms, you can take advantage of the collaborative benefits of a huge SAP online learning community.

Research shows that active social learners are more engaged and motivated long-term, and they complete up to 10 times more e-learning courses than inactive participants. And with up to 80 learning rooms* to choose from, it’s easy to stay engaged – with unlimited 24x7 access to high-quality content, moderator-hosted live sessions, self-paced study, social networking opportunities, and gaming elements for an interactive and fun learning experience.

SAP Learning Rooms are a central element of your learning journey to quickly build full solution competency, prepare for specialized certifications, and expand your technical skills so you can use your SAP software to its fullest potential.

SAP Learning Rooms enable you to reach your learning goals and help you prepare for SAP certification, and they are available 24x7 with your subscription to SAP Learning Hub.

*In SAP Learning Hub, professional edition